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More about COMPASS Wealth Management, LLC

COMPASS Wealth Management,
LLC is a client-focused wealth
management firm dedicated to
providing superior advice to
individuals, families, and
corporate retirement plans.

Our wealth management services
include investment management,
retirement and gift planning,
education funding, and other
advisory services.

We take pride in offering you
expert financial advice along with
personalized service.  Assisting
you in reaching your financial
goals is our business and we take
that responsibility very seriously.

For details on the selection
criteria used to determine the
recipients of the FIVE STAR
Wealth Manager award, please
visit our web site.

If you would prefer NOT to
receive future editions of The
COMPASS Chronicle, please send
an e-mail with "UNSUBSCRIBE" in
the subject line and you will be
removed from the distribution list.

Get a Tax-Smart Plan for In-
Retirement Withdrawals

The following sequence may make sense for retirees to

preserve the tax-saving benefits of tax-sheltered

investments for as long as possible.

1) For retirees over age 70 1/2, the first stop for

withdrawals are those accounts that carry required

minimum distributions, or RMDs, such as Traditional

IRAs and company retirement plans such as 401(k)s

(to avoid paying penalties).

2) For retirees who are not required to take RMDs or

have taken their RMDs and still need cash, turning to

taxable assets may be an option. A good start may be

selling assets with the highest cost basis first and then

moving on to those assets where cost basis is lower

(and the tax hit higher). Relative to tax-deferred or tax

-free assets, these assets have the highest costs

associated with them. However, taxable assets could

also be valuable to tap in later retirement years because

retirees will pay taxes on withdrawals at their capital

gains rate, which is generally lower than the ordinary

income tax rate.

3) Finally, after taking RMDs or tapping taxable

assets, retirees still in need of cash may want to further

tap company retirement-plan accounts and IRAs

(Roth IRA assets last.)

401(k) and IRA plans are long-term retirement-

savings vehicles. Withdrawal of pretax contributions

and/or earnings will be subject to ordinary income tax

and, if taken prior to age 59 1/2, may be subject to a

10% federal tax penalty. Direct contributions to a

Roth IRA are not tax-deductible but may be

withdrawn free of tax at any time.  Earnings may be

withdrawn tax and penalty free after a 5 year holding

period if the age of 59 1/2 (or other qualifying

condition) is met. Otherwise, a 10% federal tax penalty

may apply. Please consult with a financial or tax

professional for advice specific to your situation.
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